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Microsoft word vocabulary terms 2016

Here is a list of the top 200 English dictionary items for the landscape industry. This vocabulary choice is based on a job guide provided by the United States Department of Labor. Accredited - adjective / We contacted an accredited bank for a loan. The actual adjective / Our real problem is that the
shipment is late. In addition - adverb / In addition, we will need three lawnmowers. Agencies - noun / There are several government agencies that can help. With help - adjective / We helped several part-time employees. Analyze - verb / We need to analyze the landscape. Applicators - noun / Let's start
using new applicators for treatment. Approved - adjective / approved plans require additional gardening. Architect - noun / tomorrow I have a meeting with the architect. Architectural - adjective / Architectural design is outstanding. Architecture - noun / It is important to carefully consider the architecture of
the building. Area - noun / Area for the swamp is ready for development. The agreement is a noun / We have entered into a delivery agreement next week. Athletic - adjective / sports equipment is excellent. The basis - noun / Leave the materials at the base. The basis - noun / The basis of our design is a
flower. Bench - noun / Can you move that bench here? Blower - noun / grab blower and get ride fallen leaves. Board - noun / Can you pass me that board there? Budget - noun / We passed the budget for this project. The building is a noun / You will find it in the building. Business - noun / Our business is
based on customer satisfaction. Campus - noun / University campus is beautiful. Candidate - noun / We have several candidates for the job. Care - noun / These plants need to be very careful. Cemetery - noun / cemetery to be raked. Center - noun / garden center is there. Certification - noun / We must
apply for certification. Chance - noun / There is a good chance that we can start next week. Chemical noun / Chemical compound is dangerous. Class - noun / It falls into another class. Clear - adjective / We have a clear target next week. Customer - noun / Our client lives in Canada.Climate - noun / We
have to wait until the climate is better. Clippers - noun / Use that clipper plum hedge. Commercial - adjective / Commercial applications are many. Communication - noun / Communication is necessary for this job. Completion - noun / completion date is next month.Computer - noun / Let me print the invoice
on the computer. Condition - noun / Make sure that all the terms of the contract are fulfilled. Construction - noun / I will call some help in construction. Contractor noun / We will need to hire a new new noun/council decided before the draft. Create - verb / Let's create space here. Powers - noun / He has
excellent powers. The deadline is the noun/deadline for the next week. Demand - noun / Client requirements are many. Design - noun, verb / It's a beautiful design. Designer - noun / We will meet the designer next week. Detailed - adjective / Next to this email you will find a detailed citation. Disease -
noun / Unfortunately, these plants suffer from the disease. Drainage - noun / drainage ends in the pond. Drawing - noun / that drawing will give you a good idea. Position - noun / Our duties include weed and cutting. Education - adjective / I think this meeting will be very educational. Engineer - noun / This
work will need to hire engineers. Entry - noun / Entry should be increased. Environment - noun / Environment is very balanced. Environment - adjective / Be sure to take into account environmental problems. Equipment - noun / Garden equipment was quite expensive. The essential - adjective / Substantial
changes will have to be made. Grade - noun / estimate seemed very expensive. Exam - noun / exam took place last week. Existing - adjective / We need to change existing structures. Equipment - noun / Cooking equipment must be replaced. Feature - noun / One beautiful feature is the garden pond.
Federal - adjective / Federal regulations must be examined. Fence - noun / Can you fix my fence? Fertilizer - noun / that fertilizer smells terrible. Field - noun / There are several cows outside. The company is a noun / We have hired a company to help us advertise. Flower - noun / What beautiful flowers!
Focus - verb / Our focus is on green practice. Fountain - noun / fountain on the square keeps all happy. Freshly - adverb / This building was freshly painted. Functional - adjective / Functional guidelines are printed on this sheet. Fungicide - noun / Let's use fungicide on that wall. Garden - noun / In the
garden there will be potatoes and tomatoes. Geographical - adjective / Geographical location is remote. Golf - noun / golf is a game for those who love the challenge. Graduate - noun, verb / It will be completed next year. Tomb - noun / That tomb must be cleared. Green owners - noun / green owners
work on greens. Noun/ it's somewhere on the base. Gardeners - noun / gardeners come twice a month. Handsaw - noun / Let's use a hand saw to cut out that limb. Healthy - adjective / It's a healthy alternative. Hedge - noun / hedge must be trimmed. Herbicide - noun / Let's use herbicide to handle weeds.
Rent - / We need to hire two new gardeners. Historical - - / That historic building is beautiful. Hold - verb / Could you keep this for me? The owner of the dwelling - noun / Homeowners have some problems in this economy. Gardening is a noun / I would like me to have studied horticulture. The hotel - noun
/ hotel is located at the end of the street. Idea - noun / It's a great idea! Effect - noun, verb / What do you think the effect will be? Insecticide - noun / In that plant you will need to use an insecticide. Institutional adjective/institutional expenditure has increased. The authority - noun / Authority hired a
consultancy company. Interest - noun / Do you have any interest in the fountain? Intern - noun / Trainee helped us design. Internship - noun / We offer an internship at the company next week. Involved - the adjective / project is very inclusive and complex. Land - noun / Land costs are high. Landscape -
noun, verb / Isn't the landscape cute? Lawn - noun / Lawn must water. Lawnmower - noun / Use that lawnmower there to reduce the lawn. Sheet - noun / It looks like a maple leaf. License - noun / Do we have a license yet? Licensed - adjective / Licensed plumber will soon be. Maintain - verb / Who will
keep the garden when we finish? Maintenance - noun / Maintenance will cost about $200 per month. Major - adjective / This is the main change. Mow - verb / Can you mow the lawn this afternoon? Natural - adjective / We use only natural products. Offer - verb / We offer 20% discount. Parking - noun /
Parking is located outside the building. Park - noun / Trees in the park must be trimmed. Pass - verb / We passed the exam. Pesticide - noun / How many pesticides do you use? The plan is noun/ Our plan is due to expire next week. Plant - noun, verb / Please plant these tomatoes in the garden.
Children's playground - noun / playground full of children. Power - noun, verb / We use solar energy for the energy of the house. Prepare - verb / Let's prepare a budget. Prevent - verb / This will help prevent moss growing on the lawn. Procedure - noun / We need to review our procedures. Professional -
noun, adjective / He is a professional gardener. Program - noun / Our program includes monthly maintenance. The project - noun / Project will take three months. Pruners - noun / Use pruning tools to trim the tree. Public - noun, adjective / Public interest was not fulfilled. Quality - noun / We provide only
the highest quality. Regional - adjective / Regional competitors are excellent. Registration - noun Registration must be made by the end of the week. Restoration - noun / Restoration of the building should take two months. Road - noun / Road must be paved. Security - noun / Security is always our first
first noun, verb / Use a saw to cut that limb. Section - noun / One section focuses on the design of gardens. Services - noun, verb / We offer a wide range of services. Bush - noun / bush is excellent. Website - noun / Site to be viewed. Soil - noun / Soil is very rich. Specialist - noun / specialist will be next
week. Specializing in - verb / I would specialize in horticulture. Maintenance - noun / Project maintenance was given to Kevin. Care guide - noun / guide let everyone go home early. Tree - noun / That tree must be trimmed. Trim - verb / Please crop that tree. Trimmer - noun / Use a trimmer on that tree
there. Turf - noun / We need a new turn to repair our lawn. Variety - noun / We have a number of varieties. Vegetation - noun / vegetation is very lush in Oregon. The footpath - noun / trail was paved with stone. Wetlands - noun / wetland attracts many birds. The words below are among the most important
words used when it comes to mind and mental processes. You'll find an example of each sentence in your word that will help you provide context. When you learn about using these words, create a map of thoughts that will help you remember the vocabulary creatively. Write a short paragraph to start
using a new dictionary. to analyze you should analyze the situation very carefully. calculate Can you calculate large sums in your head? Forget to take your computer with you. conclude that she wasn't feeling well from her conversation. Memorize I memorize many long roles in my love. understand, she
finally realized that the answer sat right in front of her nose! admit Peter recognized his friend from college. remember Anna remembered calling Bob yesterday. work to articulate the impression of people to others with the use of their words. Brainy I have a brainy cousin who is an engineer company that
makes airplanes. bright Here the child is very bright. She's going to go far. the talented George is a talented pianist. He's going to make you cry! Imagination If you are a person of imagination, you can write a book or draw a picture. smart I had the honor to teach many smart people in my life. The brain
brain is a very sensitive organ. emotions Some people think it is best not to show any emotions. They're crazy. genius Have you ever met a true genius? It's pretty humbling. idea Tom had a great idea last week. Let's ask him. Intelligence Use your intelligence to solve the problem of Mr. Holmes. He has a
lot of knowledge about birds in North America. logic p. Spock was known for his use of logic. memory I have a vague memory that day. Remind me what happened. Mind Focus your thoughts and start class skills verbal skills are an important party to your work. talent She has an incredible talent for music.
thought I thought I thought Project. Can we talk? Virtuoso Virtuoso played Liszt perfectly. BodyclothingClothingCrime BodyCelebrationsClithsCrimescrimescrimes
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